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Climbing Technical is driven by James Smith, he has
worked around the world across multiple Working at
Height Industries. As well as working as an arborist
James has over 10 years experience within the film
industry as a stunt rigger and performer working in New
Zealand, Fĳi, China and India. Regardless of industry or
setting his primary concern has been the safety of
others while at height and the duty of care that comes
with it.

Climbing Technical’s design and illustration side has
grown out of the documentation that James found was
lacking within the film industry and difficulties in
conveying the often complex nature of rigging setups.
When looking at the user instructions that came with
climbing and rigging equipment he saw an example of
how illustration could be used to communicate how
systems worked and worked on creating a system which
replicates and expands on this. The result is Climbing
Technical and the extensive library of resources that the
company can now draw on to help communicate
working at height systems with people regardless of
ability, language or experience.

A full list of projects that Climbing Technical has been
involved in is available on request. Pricing of projects is
done on a job by job quote basis that is tailored to each
companies needs and budgets.

Samples:

i: Single Rope 2,3,5:1 System Illustration

ii-iii: Educational Articles samples

iv: Professional Development Bulletin

v: Client Work

vi: User Manual Concept

vii: Other samples

For more educational content see the
climbing.technical instagram page.
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SINGLE ROPE 2:1/3:1/5:1 SYSTEM
Action: A single rope system allowing changes between a 2:1, a 3:1 and a 5:1 mechanical advantage system

ii.i

ii.ii

i.i

i
3:1

i. RIGGING ILLUSTRATION SAMPLE



ii. EDUCATIONAL ARTICLE SAMPLE - REMOTE CAMBIUM SAVER INSTALL
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Step 1: Tie the throw line onto the throw bag. Common methods include:

Step 2: Install the throw line and bag over the TiP branch and then isolate that limb.

Use of a powered access device such as a big shot or air cannon may be appropriate if
needing a high anchor point.

Isolating the branch (ii) refers to manipulating the throw
line so that it follows an uninterrupted path from the
ground up and over the branch and back down without
crossing over any other branch or obstacle. It is not possible
to remotely install a cambium saver if the line is not
correctly isolated.

Front Threading a Cambium Saver (Easier with a Slim Splice)

Girth Hitched
Bowline

Girth Hitched
Spliced Eye

Clove Hitch

Quick Hitch Slippery Hitch

Isolating a branch

None Isolated
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Step 7: Now that the cambium saver is installed
you can lower the throw line and bag to the
ground.

Step 8: The climber’s access line can then be tied to the
throw line and pulled through the cambium saver. Unlike
the previous method the climbers line is tied on from the
non eye end. A good method for this is several half
hitches with a clove hitch to secure the tail. It is important
to set these reasonably tight to ensure a secure
connection.



iii. EDUCATIONAL ARTICLE SAMPLE - MALLIONS ON SPORT CLIMBING BOLTS

By dealing with the immediate issue of the mallion in this way
the climber should be able to negotiate the problem safely.

Alternatively, if the climber thinks they can deal with the
mallion themselves then and there and don't mind loosing a
clean ascent they can attempt to undo the mallion. After
clipping the quickdraw to the bolt below the mallion they can
clove hitch themselves into that quickdraw to secure
themselves to the bolt (but staying on belay).

x: securing to
bolt via a
clove hitch

xi: securing to
bolt via a sling

xii: securing to
bolt via a PAS

Another option is to use a PAS/lanyard
or sling to secure themselves in the
same way (behind the mallion).

If the climber does attempt to undo the
mallion themselves they should always
secure themselves to the wall in some
manner to ensure they are not in
danger of a possible factor 2+ fall.
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Option 2: By placing the seized gate of the offending hardware
between the top of the thread of their mallion and then screwing their
gate down onto the seized gate. This method works especially if the
mallions are of different sizes.

Options which have
the gate closed are
preferable when
using gloves or the
hardware is slippery
to prevent
hardware being
dropped.

xv: gate screwed down
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The best tool to undo a seized mallion is a suitably sized wrench or
spanner, however in it's absence a second mallion may be used
instead. There are a variety of options to achieve this.

Option 1: By wedging the octagonal gates of the two millions
together so that they rest against each other and then using this to
apply leverage to the closed mallion. This can either be done with
the gate open or closed. While a closed gate is going to take longer
to implement it does adds security to the exercise as it means if
hands slip then the loose mallion won’t be dropped.

xiv: gate closed

xiii: gate open
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30/1/22 AFTER ACTION REPORT - REF: PV SHOOT

Skate: See fig 3 for recommended changes. The internal 2:1s were found to be too far apart and meant that as the payload was raised to
the max height it became exponentially harder in last 20% of the move as the angle flatted out. Furthermore by not hard locking the
components together this meant they would move and settle which created lag in the system.

fig 3 (consult page 3 of PV Rig Plans for full plan)

Wear began to occur on the ISC RP069s (tension line). Initially it was
postulated that this was due to "worble" in the lines and the sheave rubbing
on the internal cheek walls. However upon closer inspection it became
apparent this was due to the Omni blocks used as threading aids for the
elevation lines inverting in between the side plates and rubbing. In future a
proper integrated skate system could prevent this or a system similar to
figure 4.

The other mitigation measure could be to have a redirect point and the
anchors for the elevation lines to be lower than the skate height as in fig 3,
noted in the yellow box . The downward force should then keep the threading
pulley loaded downwards. While this means at the end of the travel the
payload would climb, it will be climbing anyway due to the tensioned high-
line.

fig 4

iv. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BULLETIN - INTENDED FOR INTERNAL RIGGING TEAM USE



Stacked
Anchor

v. CLIENT WORK - EDUCATIONAL DIAGRAMS FOR PAUL POYNTER - ALL RIGHTS REMAIN WITH PAUL/WOODEN HAND.

Hand Tending
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3 SETUP

AStopperKnot(suchasaDouble
Fishermans)isrequiredatthetailend

iiiii

i

Captive Bar Carabiners
Recommended

X1

X1

X2

Splice or Knot

6 WARNINGS

Rope Selection

Use only 11-12.5mm (7/16-1/2" low stretch, tight sheath braided ropes compliant with ANSI Z133 standards.

Recommended ropes include:

- Samson 7/16" Velocity - Sterling Scion Blue 11.5mm -Teufelberger Tachyon 11.5mm

11< <12.5mm

DoubleBraidArboristRopeOnly

Donotuse3BraidorWireCable

SinglePersonUseronly

Notforloadsortowing

Electrical Sharp Edges

Caution Around

Abrasive Surfaces

Extreme Temps Machinery

Slack:<50cm

Avoid Shock Load Preventing
Accidental Release

Ensurecamhandlesfaceawayfrombody.

Interference and
Pinching Hazard

Objects may obstruct mechanism

vi. USER MANUAL CONCEPT (UNRELEASED) - Personal Project
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Thompson Tree Tools presents

THE HIPSTER
Lanyard Adjuster

User Instructions

Expert Use Only

FAILURE READ & UNDERSTAND THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS
INJURY OR DEATH. If you do not understand any part of this manual, DO NOT use the
HIPSTER

1 CONDITIONSOFUSE

Working at height is inherently dangerous
and carry a significant risk of injury or death
that cannot be fully eliminated. A degree of
medical fitness is needed to use the Hipster,
consult a medical professional prior to use.

This manual assumes you have an
understanding and working knowledge of
the latest American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) Safety Requirements for
Arboricultural Operations (ANSI Z133), rope
climbing techniques, and how to identify
and assess safe risks associated with
climbing, work positioning lanyards and
systems.

The Hipster, should not be resold or
provided to others for re-use after use
by the original user. Thompson Tree
Tools, LLC cannot assure that a used
product meets applicable standards
and is safe for use by a subsequent
user.

By using the Hipster you assume full
risk for any consequential, incidental,
direct, or indirect damages (including
damages for loss of business profits,
business interruption etc) arising out of
the use of the Hipster. Because some
states do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of liability for consequential
or incidental damages, the above
limitations may not apply to you.

Keep your Hipster dry. If it does get
wet, dry it off as soon as possible. On a
monthly basis, remove rope and lightly
oil all the pivot points, with light oil such
as Mobil One 10w30, then wipe off with
a clean, dry cloth.

The Hipster is made of stainless steel
and aluminum, so avoid contact with
chemicals that attack aluminum. Avoid
hard impacts such as a drop on hard
ground. Do not use your Hipster if it is
subjected to a hard fall.

Certain components of the Hipster will
eventually wear out and will slip under
load. When a Hipster is worn-out,
Thompson Tree Tools, LLC can rebuild it
– contact us for current costs. Only
Thompson Tree Tools, LLC, or those
people authorized in writing by
Thompson Tree Tools, LLC, may make
repairs to the Hipster.

Hipster Care

Thompson Tree Tools LLC
3053 Dubois Road
Ithaca NY 14850

Thompsontreetools.com

2 THEHIPSTER

The Hipster

The Hipster lanyard adjuster offers:

- Easy one handed operation

- Reduced rope wear due to toothless cam

- Releasable under load

- Smooth fair leading while taking up slack.

Upper Cam

Attachment Point

Lower Cam

FrontD's SideD's

Hipster Position

This manual does NOT teach all the
required skills to undertake
working at height safely, consider
seeking out professional training
prior to use.

Always use an independent fall
protection system when using the
Hipster. The Hipster was not
designed to be used as a stand
alone device. Check all equipment
for compatibility, suitability and
functionality prior to and after each
use.

3 SETUP

AStopperKnot(suchasaDouble
Fishermans)isrequiredatthetailend

iiiii

i

Captive Bar Carabiners
Recommended

X1

X1

X2

Splice or Knot 4 OPERATINGTHEHIPSTER

Releasing the Hipster

Apply pressure to top handle till the
point where the rope starts to slip.

Use caution as the amount of pressure
applied governs the speed of slippage.

Lean in to the anchor point and take
up slack by pulling the tail towards the
working end.

Tightening the Hipster

Pre Climb Checks

Before every climb inspect your Hipster for damage. If damaged in any way, retire it
immediately or send it back to us for repairs.

This list of checks is not exhaustive and does not replace any other climbing checks that
you should or are required to do.

- Check that all pivot points move
freely.

- Check clutch plates, links and rivets
for cracks or deformation or wear.

- Check that the connecting links and
rivets are in good condition.

- Carefully check your lanyard for
nicks, cuts and any other damage.

- Make sure you have a stopper knot
that is tied, dressed, and set.

- Perform a function test (see page 5).

6 WARNINGS

Rope Selection

Use only 11-12.5mm (7/16-1/2" low stretch, tight sheath braided ropes compliant with ANSI Z133 standards.

Recommended ropes include:

- Samson 7/16" Velocity - Sterling Scion Blue 11.5mm -Teufelberger Tachyon 11.5mm

11< <12.5mm

DoubleBraidArboristRopeOnly

Donotuse3BraidorWireCable

SinglePersonUseronly

Notforloadsortowing

Electrical Sharp Edges

Caution Around

Abrasive Surfaces

Extreme Temps Machinery

Slack:<50cm

Avoid Shock Load Preventing
Accidental Release

Ensurecamhandlesfaceawayfrombody.

Interference and
Pinching Hazard

Objects may obstruct mechanism

If the Hipster maintains it's grip and does
not slip, it is safe to use it. If the Hipster
slips at any point during this test, stop and
do not climb on the Hipster. Either the
Hipster is worn out and needs to be retired
or the rope is incompatible.

Before every climb perform a function test
of your lanyard system. With your lanyard
around a tree or the like, and connected to
your harness D-rings as shown below, lean
back and load the lanyard with your
weight.

Once the Hipster is loaded, push against
the tree to load the device even more.

5 FUNCTIONTEST



vii. OTHER SAMPLES
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